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Dan, Gamache, new works, Kanye, West,
father and daughter - News Reports Release

Kanye West on their home, this week is a gratifying day, is their first daughter North West's three year old birthday, then I met father's
day. (the father's Day is the third Sunday of June), filled with a happy atmosphere under behoove will receive many gifts, but the most
special is the famous American custom shoes should be sent to the Adidas Gamache Dan Ultra Boost and Adidas Superstar
customized version of the one and only. 

Dan Gamache this name, some people may not be familiar with, but if it comes to the Mache Custom Kicks should be familiar with
the work, including LeBron James, Dwyane Wade used for Eminem, all guests have shoes, this is the adidas of the shoes as a
substrate, a pair of Kanye West a pair of North to West. 

's daughter version to pink, white and gold color color, collocation and name with compass design similar concepts, but quite
interesting is the pointer on the right foot mark North; left labeled West, but not her name, on the other hand also echoed the close
relationship between father and daughter! As for Kanye West shoes Ultra Boost as substrate, the plastic structure cut side to 2/3, to
replace the left shoelace, a special visual effect, but also quite green with orange street style, the upper with Gothic art font showing
full name. 
Special 
signs in the two pairs of shoes are can see is the label of San Francisco science and technology company Chronicled design,
through the tag who is logged and verify the source of the shoes is genuine and owner, the future can use intelligent mobile phone
scanning can know whether the shoes is genuine. Gamache also said the new technology could provide more protection for
consumers and prevent more rampant shoe sales without factory certification. 

source: Sole Collector

early last year with Badmash Barkley in Philadelphia 76 team representative Air Force shoes? Max to comeback news, the release
of the new color to let everyone have fun, this pair of new color with two blue to show the vamp and bandage has a novel effect, and in
the configuration of the front foot? Air-sole plus Air Max suspension system is quite popular in the current configuration, the Air?
Force Max 2013 this year will be a lot of color gradually launched, please continue to look closely with the following information. 

source: sneakernews
?

who came to the end of the Jordan Brand project for the Brazil football star Neymar Jr. launched exclusive version of the message, in
the Internet recently exposed the real shoes photos, as the rumors of type Air 5 Low Jordan shoes, uppers using five generation very
symbolic elements like reflective paint, with embroidered shirt respectively. Neymar Jr. and Jordan number of two people, and is also
the tongue standard from the original AIR JORDAN to NEYMAR, even Jordan Brand's players have little version of the past is so
designed that the precious significance of the cooperation of both sides of the foot visible. 

Air Jordan 5, Retro, Low, Neymar, currently only know that it is scheduled to debut in the third season, and the rest of the information
is yet to be officially released. 

source: realchickenwop/mysole

now you can customize a pair of their own Jordan CP3.VIII,?? in after landing NIKEiD, Xiaobian immediately to try it, the net surface
of the shoe body fabric, reflective material, knitting uppers in color selection is quite complete, in the bottom part of the gradient can
choose or monochrome, outsole the option is quite complete, including color, crystal ice bottom, luminous, camouflage and increase
the wear resistance of XDR material, slightly play a few rounds of Xiaobian personal in this part of the upper level is very high, but
some slightly personal ID and the number of low, if the number in the shoe body outside may be good now we design a pair of
nike.com on their own Jordan CP3.VIII, priced 175 dollars. 
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Nike has its proud Flyknit flying weaving technology in the classic shoes Air Max air cushion system, with powerful yarn made of
uppers, so it has great changes and ductility. And this exposure of the new color "Multi Color" is Xiao Bian believes that the most
complete charm of Flyknit where the color. Unlike other styles, which are rendered in two different layers, the bottom part uses a
single color bright fluorescent green to show its unique style. 

source: lequan306

, the popular website Hypebeast established 10th anniversary joint anniversary Adidas Ultra Boost "UNCAGED" online lottery
registration deadline has been before, the results will be announced in December 16th, the survey failed to register to shoe makers
also don't lose heart, because the store will still point into the mobile phone, Hypebeast announced earlier in the global store
specified point information Taiwan area, a total of Invincible and Juice two, with sales information please contact the store to shop
abroad, please click the point list. 

source: Hypebeast

Runners continue to evolve, running out of the best results 
sports shoes brand leader Arthur, launched in 2014 20 GEL-KAYANO 20th anniversary commemorative shoes, since 1993, the
production of the world's first dual GEL-KAYANO 1 jogging shoes, twenty years of innovation, each step can feel excellent resilience
and buffer capacity, help the runners ran out of the best results. And this year's "GEL-KAYANO 20", in addition to maintaining
professional functions, "upper" brand 20th anniversary commemorative words, for the runner must collect classic shoes. 
GEL-KAYANO 20, 20th anniversary souvenir shoes, new lightweight, FluidRide midsole, new features, evolution 
GEL-KAYANO 20 is suitable for low arch and foot valgus users perfect new lightweight running shoes, and using Dynamic DuoMax
dynamic support system and the whole foot Arthur glue, foot pressure will be reduced to the minimum, the effective protection of the
foot; in addition to the inside of the ankle P.H.F collocation memory foam improve comfort and sense of ankle coating has excellent
stability, high shock absorption and soft wear, as the representative of high support shoes Arthur, continue to lead the runners in the
next 20 years. 

GEL-KAYANO to commemorate the 20 classic shoes in 20th anniversary, where the activities during the period from January 3,
2014 to February 9, 2014, the purchase of GEL-KAYANO 20 specifies the shoes will Arthur Memorial shoe bag a sideways, Arthur
classic line design collocation LOGO, can be conveniently carried out during exercise also let run. The amount is limited until the
delivery is finished. 

Open 
senior shoe designer D Wayne Edwards Shoe Design Institute PENSOLE, from the beginning of 2014 launched World Sneaker
Championship, which is a global sports shoe design contest, invite the world arms warmly friends together to learn from each other in
PENSOLE learning, cultivate a new generation of sustained down movement shoe designer, in 2017 the new game is currently on
the official website of the open global netizens contribute, from today to EST February 19th deadline, February 25th will be
announced through the official PENCOLE Youtube talent shows itself channel 64, entered the follow-up phase of the appraisal, from
16 begin to design course will have a chance to get the scholarship for PENSOLE, and the final winner can get $20017, WACOM
Mob IleStudio Pro 16 professional graphics tablet computer and other incentives, the most important is your original works will be
truly made, and in the event sponsor Foot Locker's limited edition, interested in prospecting shoe researchers don't miss this chance
to let the world see you. 

detailed submission methods, competition rules and other matters, please go to the PENCOLE activities website for further
information. 

source: PENCOLE
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